Redeeming in the ’60s
By Elaine Bernadette

I

t’s funny how a wonderful memory can be
stirred from just about anything. I was taking
an afternoon walk on this magniﬁcent fall day.
The leaves here in Cherry Valley, Calif., look a lot
like they do back East.
My aging body felt like a kid again as I purposefully stomped on fallen leaves just to hear
them crunch. When I came across
an empty ﬁeld, I saw something that
caught my eye. There were various-colored glass bottles peeking out from the
overgrown weeds.
Suddenly it was 1965, and it was
Tustin, Calif., although it wasn’t the overdeveloped city then that it is today. Instead,
it was the rural old Tustin, with a great
deal of open ﬁelds, enormous eucalyptus
trees and plenty of fragrant orange trees.
Our family was ﬁnancially challenged at the time, meaning that we
kids had to learn to be little entrepreneurs. Besides Kool-Aid stands, paper
routes and mowing lawns, my two
brothers and I realized that we could
search for soda bottles and turn them in
for cash. Redeeming glass soda bottles
was a gold mine. We frequently went
“bottle hunting.”
Usually we collected the bottles for a few hours
at a time. We searched every crevice for every kind
of bottle we could ﬁnd. The eye-catching dark
green bottles like those for Bubble Up were easy to
ﬁnd, as were the Dr Pepper bottles with the bright
red “10-2-4” labels. They were all 3-cent bottles.
The Grape and Orange Crush bottles, along with
Nesbitts, were also 3-cent ﬁnds.
The smaller 7Up bottles paid only 2 cents, but
we were still happy to ﬁnd them. The greatest treasures were the big Dad’s Root Beer bottles, which
paid a fantastic 5 cents per bottle!
It seemed those soda bottles were just waiting
for me and my brothers. On each excursion we found
more bottles than we could possibly carry. We ended
up pulling a little wagon along to haul them.

When we were ready to turn our treasures into
cash, we were excited at the anticipation of seeing
how much our bottles totaled. (It was almost as
exciting as learning to ride a bike.)
Our worn-out feet dragged that little wagon to
a market that had the best candy and must-have
toys. The Deluxe Yo-Yo was great for my oldest
brother. My younger brother and I usually bought a lot of candy. I loved those
suckers that were shaped like a cone.
They were red and tasted like cinnamon.
Large panels of saltwater taffy were also
among our favorites.
At the holidays, we did extra bottle
hunting, which caused our mother a lot
of anxiety. One day we got a little too
ambitious and ended up way out in “the
sticks,” or, as we called it, “Tully Ville.”
We usually got home by dark, but
not this time. We wanted to keep searching for bottles, and we got lost! I was
only 11, and my brothers were 10 and 8.
My younger brother and I were scared
and crying. But my older brother reassured us that he’d ﬁnd our way home,
and he did!
We were very late and very dirty,
and our mother was very angry, but my
brothers and I were grateful to be home. We learned
our lesson about staying out after dark.
We didn’t have a whole lot when we were
growing up, but we always had each other. Our
bottle-hunting excursions taught us that if we wanted something for ourselves or for gifts, we could
go hunt bottles and make money to buy things we
couldn’t afford otherwise.
Some of the best treasures in life are our fond
memories—and memories don’t always have to
come from photographs. They can also come from
something as simple as taking a walk, spotting glass
bottles in empty ﬁelds, and going back 40 years in
time to relive one of the best times in one’s life. It’s
funny how a wonderful memory can be stirred up
by just about anything. v
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